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director woo-ping lau has been known for his movies that are gritty and real. "infernal affairs" had one
of the most gripping stories of the 90's. "kill the rapist" has similar elements of a good plot line. the

story of the film is very interesting and really makes you think about what you would do in a situation
like this. "kill the rapist" is a character driven film. the characters are introduced in the first few

minutes of the film and we get to know them. the characters are not complicated. in 2002, the florida
supreme court unanimously ruled that a black man, anthony anderson, could not be sentenced to

death for the rape and murder of a white female. the court remanded the case for a new sentencing
hearing because the trial court judge had improperly refused to hear testimony of evidence that a

police detective had planted a gun on anderson to implicate him in the crime. anderson had a history
of convictions for burglaries and weapons charges. he was released from prison in 1994. the detective

had told the court that anderson told him he had killed a woman to hide a murder. screwed is a
modern day rape in detention. the movie shows the true account of the rape in detention case, which
was made known to the public. in december of 1986, three black inmates were charged with raping a
white, jewish woman in a park in brooklyn. the judge and jury refused to believe that the black guys
would rape a white woman, and sentenced them to prison for life. the movie highlights the fact that
the whole case was a botched attempt to make racial comments, and that the real rapists were not
even tried. the movie was made as a political stance and released to the public. it also highlights a

rape that happened in the same park while the film was being made. it's not a pleasant, violent film,
but the message gets across.the fact that this film is in italian is kind of a shame. one of the most

frightening movies i've seen in a while, and it's in a foreign language.
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brutal. i knew this was going to be pretty edgy when i saw the trailer but i didn't expect it to be so
bloody. i mean, this movie is one of the most disturbing movies i've ever seen. it's just so graphic. i

guess you have to see it to believe it. but just in case you are squeamish, i suggest you turn the
sound down. the director is known for putting brutal scenes in movies. take the classic rape scene
from "basic instinct" for example. the movie was criticized for its excessive violence, but the scene

still holds up after all these years. this is a similar scene in "kill the rapist". it's not a sexual scene, but
it's bloody to say the least. it's not something you see everyday, but it's not something you'll forget. if
you haven't seen it, then you must see it. it's a must-see. incredibly violent. for me, it's basically only
an excuse to show off the actors acting skills. it's a good film, but i don't think it's a particularly good

horror film. i expected more gore out of it. maybe it was just the release date that made it seem like it
was more violent. the characters were very unlikable. the dialogue was almost non-existent. i also
didn't find the black guy very likable. i didn't find the woman that attractive either. overall it was a
pretty bad film. it was also one of the most bizarre films i've ever seen. for people who love bizarre
films, this is a must see. for everyone else, i would give it a pass. untold story is the kind of story

where you know that something is going to happen, but you still can't believe it when it actually does.
then the movie goes a little further and makes you believe that you can't stop what's about to

happen. the film is about a man who has a conscience but has been crippled by society to the point
where he's unable to feel any remorse. he is driving with his friends and he's been invited to dinner
with another friend's family. he has also been invited to hang out with the family, and spends the
night. he is in bed with his girlfriend when he is woken up by a noise. he looks out his window and

sees that his friend is being shot and the gun fire is followed by a scream. the man and his friends go
downstairs and find that his friend has been shot and is dying. the man is then arrested and placed in
a cell by the police. after the man is told that the charges will be dropped if he confesses to the crime,
he becomes very nervous and says that he did it. after his friend dies, the man is tried and convicted,

and sent to prison. 5ec8ef588b
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